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Abstract

A composite recruitment index based on density data derived from acoustic surveys
and on length-frequency data obtained from either target or station net hauls is
described. This composite index is compared with an index where density and length
data are derived from standard station net hauls only. Comparison of these indices
showed substantial differences, due in part to bias arising from a large number of krill
in just one of the station net hauls. Therefore, when the number of station net hauls is
limited, bias is likely to be reduced if target net haul data can be included by using the
composite recruitment index. This index is used to describe the population structure of
krill around South Georgia during seven cruises between 1989 and 1998. Before 1994
the number of l + krill found around South Georgia was very low (proportion of l + krill
<7%), while between 1994 and 1998 the number of l + krill found in the population
increased with a very successful recruitment year due to krill spawned in 1994/95.
Resume
Description d'un indice composite de recrutement fonde sur les donnees de densite
derivees de campagnes d'evaluation acoustique et sur les donnees de frequence de
longueurs obtenues 5 partir de chalutages cibles ou effectues aux stations. L'indice
composite est compare B un indice pour lequel les donnees de densite et de longueurs
sont derivees uniquement de chalutages standard effectues aux stations. Cette
comparaison met en evidence des differences importantes, dues en partie au biais
provoque par le grand nombre d'individus de krill dans l'un des chalutages effectues
aux stations. Ainsi, lorsque le nombre de stations de chalutages est limite, le biais est
susceptible dl@trereduit si les donnPes de chalutages cibles peuvent @treincluses en
utilisant l'is~dicecomposite de recrutement. Cet indice sert B dkcrire la dbmographie du
krill autour de la Georgie d u Sud lors de sept croisieres menees entre 1989 et 1998.
Avant 1994, le nombre d'individus de krill d'2ge l + trouves autour de la Georgie d u
Sud etait tres faible (proportion de krill d'2ge l + <7%), alors qu'entre 1994 et 1998, il a
augmente dans la population, et gr2ce au krill pondu en 1994/95, on a vu une annee de
recrutement particulierement reussie.
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Este trabajo presenta un indice compuesto del reclutamiento basado en 10s datos de
densidad de las prospecciones acusticas y en 10s datos de frecuencia de tallas de
arrastres dirigidos o de estaciones. A continuacihn se hace una comparacion de este
indice con uno para el cual 10s datos de densidad y tallas se estiman de 10s arrastres de
estaciones solamente. Dicha cornparacion mostro grandes diferencias debidas en parte
a1 sesgo producido por la gran cantidad de kril encontrado en una estacion de arrastre
en particular. Por 10 tanto, cuando haya un limitado numero de estaciones de arrastre,
el sesgo se puede reducir incluyendo 10s datos de arrastres dirigidos utilizando el indice
compuesto del reclutamiento. Este indice se utiliza para describir la estructura de la
poblacion de kril alrededor de Georgia del Sur durante siete campafias efectuadas entre
1989 y 1998. Antes de 1994 el numero de kril de l+afios alrededor de Georgia del Sur
fue muy bajo (proporcibn de kril de edad l+ <7%), mientras que entre 1994 y 1998 esta
misma clase de edad aumento en la poblacion y alcanzo un afio de reclutamiento muy
bueno debido a1 kril desovado en 1994/95.
Keywords: Euphausia supevba,population structure, recruitment, South Georgia, CCAMLR

INTRODUCTION
Information on krill abundance and population
structure is required to understand the dynamics
of krill populations and to provide data for input
to management models (Butterworth et al., 1991).
Descriptions of population parameters including
krill density, proportional and absolute
recruitment and biomass for the Antarctic
Peninsula region have been presented in a series
of papers by Siegel and coworkers (Siegel and
Loeb, 1995; Siegel et al., 1997, 1998). For the South
Georgia region estimates of krill biomass derived
by acoustic techniques have recently become
available (Brierley et al., 1999). In addition,
qualitative descriptions of population structure
have been obtained from krill eaten by predators
at the western end of South Georgia (Reid et al.,
1999) and some estimates of proportional
recruitment index have been obtained from the
commercial fishery (Kawaguchi et al., 1998).
However, to date there has been no information
on the year-to-year changes in population
structure and recruitment indices derived from
scientific cruises within the South Georgia region.
The data used by Siegel et al. (1998) have
been obtained from large net sampling survey
grids with frequently over 70 independent, nontargeted, station net hauls. Such net hauls are
used to estimate length-density distributions
which are standardised to the number of krill per
length class per 1 000 m3 water filtered. These
length-density distributions are then used to
calculate recruitment indices (de la Mare, 1994).
In this paper I consider a series of British
Antarctic Survey (BAS) cruises around South
Georgia between 1989/90 and 1997/98. Since
1995/96 the BAS Core Programme has carried out
systematic net hauls at up to eight stations within

each of two boxes on the north side of South
Georgia (Brierley et al., 1997; see also Figure 1). A
number of additional net hauls aimed at
acoustically detected targets were also carried out.
In most cruises prior to 1995/96 there was no plan
to sample krill at predefined stations to study
population structure, and so samples of krill have
been obtained from net hauls carried out for a
variety of other purposes such as studying
behaviour, validating acoustic transects and
collecting live krill for experimental studies. To
use such data to calculate recruitment indices
requires firstly that the samples can be considered
representative of the local population and
secondly that representative krill length-density
distributions can be derived. In comparison to the
surveys carried out by Siegel et al. (1998), the
number of station net hauls during the cruises
described here is very restricted (Table 1). To be
able to maximise the number of krill lengthfrequency distributions used in the analysis, and
so increase the likelihood of obtaining a
representative population structure (Watkins et
al., 1986, 1990), it is deemed advantageous to
include targeted net hauls even though such hauls
cannot be considered as true random samples.
However, valid net density estimates can only be
calculated from station net hauls because targeted
hauls, by their very nature, do not provide a
measure of average krill density. In this paper I
therefore first introduce a composite method to
derive the length-density distributions. In this
case the density of krill is derived from spatially
more extensive concurrent acoustic survey data
and this is then used to weight the lengthfrequency distributions obtained from net hauls. I
then use this composite recruitment index to
describe interannual changes in the population
structure of Euphaz~siasuperba around South
Georgia.
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Figure 1:

Location of net hauls undertaken in the South Georgia area during cruises between 1989/90
and 1997/98. The location of the British Antarctic Survey Core Programme survey boxes is
shown at the top left. The bathymetric contour represents 1 000 m.

Table 1:

Number of net hauls used for calculation of recruitment indices in each cruise. Mouth
area for each type of net and the maximum number of individual nets within a haul are
shown at bottom of table.

Cruise

RMT

JBlO
JB1 1
JR03

10
20
1

1
1
0

JR06

0

9

JR11
JR17
JR28

18
10
19
8
3

Mouth area (m2)
Max. nets/haul 1

FNET

MNET

VKSS

LHPR

2
2
4

0
0
5
1
1
1
0

6
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
2
0
0

1
1

2
9

4
9

0.1
60

Total

RMT25

17
21
6
15
23
13
23

0
0
0

5
0
0
0
25
2

1
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Length-frequency data for all cruises between
1981 and 1997 were summarised by Watkins et al.
(1997), while those cruises which contained
samples from both the eastern and western ends
of South Georgia were selected for further
analysis by Watkins et al. (in press). The data
presented in those papers are used as the basis for
the present analysis. The positions of net hauls
used in the analysis are shown in Figure 1.
Different nets were used at different times in
different cruises (Table 1). In many cases a haul
with a multiple net may have resulted in several
discrete samples of krill. In such cases, or where
more than 100 krill from a haul have been
measured, these have been combined to provide a
single-percentage frequency distribution for that
haul. In contrast, where less than 100 krill per
haul have been measured the numbers were left
as raw numbers.
Here I consider two methods for obtaining
acoustic estimates of krill density that can be used
to transform the length-frequency data into
length-density data. (i) In some cruises acoustic
data were collected during each net haul and so it
is possible to estimate the total quantity of krill in
the water column during the entire net haul. This
quantity of krill was used to weight the lengthfrequency distribution of krill for each haul.
The resulting distribution will be referred to as
an acoustic-net length-density distribution.
(ii) Brierley et al. (1999) presented acoustic density
estimates (as g m-') for cruises between 1981 and
1998. In many cases these density estimates are
divided into separate estimates for the eastern
and western survey areas carried out during the
Core Programme (see Figure 1). Using the
combined length-frequency distribution for all
nets in an area I calculate the absolute number
and weight of krill in each size class that
contributes to the observed density. This
distribution will be referred to as the acoustically
weighted length-density distribution. The
derivation of this latter distribution essentially
assumes that the size of krill within a swarm is
not related to the density of krill within the
swarm, an assumption that is supported by the
work of Ricketts et al. (1992). A comparison of
these methods with the classical approach
adopted by Siegel et al. (1998) has been carried
out on data from cruise JR17 (1996/97).
The length-density data obtained from the
combination of acoustic density and net length
frequency were analysed using the programs

LSMIX and MLMIX which generate an overall
cruise length-density plot and derive the
proportion of krill in each putative year class (de
la Mare, 1994).

RESULTS
Comparison of JR17 Length-frequency
Distributions Scaled by Acoustic
and Net Density Estimates
For the 1996/97 JR17 cruise the acoustically
weighted length-density distribution, the
acoustic-net length-density distribution and the
net-weighted length-density distribution are
compared. In the net-weighted length-density
distribution the length frequencies are weighted
by the total number of krill per unit volume of
water filtered in each net; this is the classic lengthdensity distribution as described by de la Mare
(1994) and used by Siegel et al. (1998). The
composition of net hauls making up this test
dataset is shown in Table 2. The length-density
distributions derived by the three methods are
different both in terms of the overall shape of the
distributions and the proportional recruitment
indices (Figure 2). The net-weighted lengthdensity distribution (from nine net hauls;
Figure 2a) is dominated by three net hauls; the
haul with the highest density (E279; density
>270 krill m-') contained mainly large krill (mean
length 43 mm), while two other hauls (E177 and
E257; densities of 135 and 60 krill m-2respectively)
contained small and large krill (mean length
27.5 and 49.2 mm respectively). All other net
hauls contributed little to the overall density
distribution with densities <2 krill m-'. A quite
different result is obtained if the net catches are
weighted according to the acoustic biomass
observed throughout the water column during
the net haul (the acoustic-net length-density
distribution; Figure 2b). In this case it is possible
to incorporate the target net hauls and so the
combined distribution is now made up from
13 net hauls. In this case the contribution of the
net hauls is more even, with four nets having a
density in the range of 100 to 350 krill m-' and
another five nets with densities in the range of
10 to 100 krill m-'. The acoustically weighted
length-density distribution (Figure 2c) is more
similar to the acoustic-net length-density
distribution (Kolmogorov-Smirnov D,,,,,,= 0.06,
p >> 0.05) than either of these distributions are
to the net-weighted length-density distribution
(K - S D,,, = 0.23 and 0.19, 0.05 < p < 0.1). The
acoustically weighted distribution is weighted at
two spatial scales. First, each survey region is
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Figure 2:

Table 2:

The observed len th density distribution (histogram), fitted len th-density
distribution (thicK l k e ) and the fitted year-class distributions ?thin lines)
for the JR17 (1996197) test dataset where overall length density calculated
as (a) net-weighted length-density (b) acoustic-net length-density and
(c) acoustically weighted length-density distribution. R1 - calculated
proportional recruitment index for year class l + , R2 - calculated
ro ortional recruitment index for year class 2+, De - overall density
PkriE m-2).

Description of net hauls used to compare JR17 length-density distributions.
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weighted by the mean acoustic density. Second,
within each region the nets are weighted to a
certain degree by catch density within a haul.
Thus, if less than 100 krill are caught then the
weighting depends on the number of krill caught.
Once more than 100 krill are caught all nets are
treated equally. Because acoustic density estimates
are not available for some of the net hauls in the
earlier cruises, the acoustically weighted density
distributions have been used in the comparisons
presented in the rest of the paper.
After the length-frequency distributions
within an area have been combined and weighted
by the average krill density for each core box
area derived from acoustic surveys (Brierley et
al., 1999), the resulting area length-density
distributions have been combined using the
LSMIX and MLMIX analyses.

Recruitment Indices for Cruises
between 1989/90 and 1997/98
Length-density plots for each cruise with the
relative contributions of the different year classes
are shown in Figure 3. The initial year-class limits
used were based on values used by Siege1 (1987)
for populations of krill found in the Antarctic
Peninsula and Weddell Sea areas. These values
used four year classes with the mean size of
l + krill occurring between 24 and 30 mm
(Table 3). However, for the 1997/98 season it was
necessary to increase the size limits of this
l + group to 34 mm (Table 3). Subsequent
inspection of the mean sizes of the year classes
from the BAS Core Programme indicated that in
several other cruises (JB11, JR03, JR06) the size of
the l + group was constrained by the maximum
permitted size (30 mm). Therefore all analyses
were rerun using five year classes with a mean
size for the l + krill between 24 and 33 mm
(Table 3). The mean size and standard deviation
for each year class in each cruise are shown in
Table 4. Small l + krill were found in the 1995/96
and 1996/97 seasons, while large l + krill were
found from 1990/91 to 1993/94. There was
generally a good separation between the l + and
2+ krill sizes in any one year (with the exception
of 1997/98), however when comparing between
years there was sometimes little difference
between the sizes in adjacent year classes (cf.
2+ in 1995/96 and I+ in 1993/94). The resulting
proportional recruitment index (RI) for each
cruise is shown in Table 5. In the cruises prior to
1993/94 this R1 index was very low, R1 increased
dramatically in 1995/96 and then fell for the final

two cruises, however the values still remained
from 2 to 20 times higher than those observed
prior to 1994.
The proportional recruitment indices for year
classes l + and 2+ have been related to the year
of spawning to show which years might be
considered as good or bad spawning years
(Table 6). On the basis of the combined R1 and R2
indices the 1994/95 season stands out as a very
good spawning year. Note that in other years in
which the R2 index shows a high value
(particularly 1988/89 and 1991/92) the R1 index
shows poor recruitment. The proportional
recruitment indices may be misleading in that
high recruitment in a low biomass year is unlikely
to result in significant numbers of juveniles
recruiting into the adult population. To overcome
this, the absolute density of krill in each year class
and its proportion of the total density in that year
are shown in Table 7. The 1994/95 season is once
again identified as a good spawning year because
large numbers of l + and 2+ krill (observed in
1995/96 and 1996/97 respectively) would have
been spawned in this year. However, it is also
apparent that several other years are also
characterised by consistently high numbers of
krill. Thus, for instance, the high numbers of
2+ krill in 1995/96,3+ krill in 1996/97 and 4+ krill
in 1997/98 imply that the 1993/94 season was a
good spawning year. Similarly, the high value of
3+ krill in 1992/93 implies good spawning in
1989/90.

DISCUSSION
Problems of Growth and Effect of
Methodology on Recruitment Indices
The recruitment index is dependent on the
separation of krill into year classes. This is not an
easy task and an inspection of Table 5 and Figure
3 reveals some of the problems. In 1995/96 (JR11)
there was a large number of small, mainly
juvenile krill assumed to be l + (nearly 70% of the
population classified as l+).This unimodal group
was resolved into l + and 2+ krill with mean sizes
of 26.4 and 34.0 mm respectively. In 1996/97
these l + krill had grown to form the large mode
at 37 mm which is likely to represent 2+ krill, a
much smaller peak of l + krill (mean size 25.4 mm)
was also observed. By 1997/98 (JR28) the first
peak of krill observed ( l + krill mean size
32.3 mm) was somewhat larger than the 1+ krill
seen in the previous two years but the 2+ krill
(mean size 34.2 mm) were small. It is, therefore,
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Figure 3:

The observed len th density distribution (histogram), fitted len th density distribution
(thick line) and tke iitted year-class distributions (thin lines) E r ;he cruises between
1989190 and 1997198 where overall length density is calculated as an acoustically
weighted length-density distribution.

Table 3:

Year-class boundaries used in LSMIX and MLMIX analyses.

Cruises

1+
JB10 - JR17
JR28
All cruises

25-30
25-34
24-33

Year-class Boundaries (mm)
2+
3+
4+
33-40
35-40
33-43

41-48
41-48
43-49

50-56
50-56
49-53

5+

53-57
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Table 4:

Mean size and standard deviation of year classes derived by LSMIX and MLMIX
analyses.

*

Cruise (Year)
JBlO
JBll
JR03
JR06
JRll
JR17
JR28

(1989190)
(1990191)
(1992193)
(1993194)
(1995196)
(1996197)
(1997198)

2+

28.1 + 3.02
32.9 -ir 3.29
32.5 i- 2.26
32.9 + 2.29
26.4 3.00
25.4 t 3.86
32.3 + 3.75

36.9 3.02
40.1 i- 3.29
40.2 i- 2.26
39.7 ri- 2.33
34.0 + 3.57
37.3 -ir 3.87
34.2 + 3.75

+

+

Table 5:

Cruise

Table 6:

l

46.9 i- 3.02
43.6 3.29
45.8 2.26
43.3 t 2.35
43.0 t 4.25
47.9 2 3.88
43.0 i- 3.75

+
+

4+

5+

52.1 i- 3.02
52.9 3.30
51.7 2.26
52.4 + 2.41
52.9 t 5.0
53.0 2 3.89
51.4 i- 3.75

57.0 3.02
53.1 i- 3.30
56.9 2.26
55.8 -+_ 2.43
54.5 t 5.12
55.4 2 3.88
53.1 3.75

+
+

+
+

+

Proportional recruitment index R1 and standard
error for all cruises.

I Cruise Year I

R1

SE

Relative recruitment indices for animals in
year classes l + and 2+ each year of spawning.
For each year of spawning, R1 is calculated as
the proportion of l + animals in the total
population in the year after spawning, R2 as
the pro ortion of 2+ animals in
2+ an$ older in the seconR°F2?%%
spawning.

Year of
Spawning

Table 7:

Mean Sizes (mm) SD
3+

14

Relative Recruitment Index
R1
R2

Absolute density in krill m-2( ercentage of total density) of each year class in each cruise
year (i.e. l + sampled in 1997798 were spawned in the 1996197 cruise year, 2+ sampled in
1997198 were spawned in the 1995196 cruise year).

Cruise Year
2+

Year Class
3+

4+

5+

I
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difficult to know to which year classes these krill
belong. The results of the modelling undertaken
by Rosenberg et al. (1986) show that there is
considerable overlap in the sizes of the different
year classes. The growth rates and sizes of the
year classes of krill sampled by Siegel (1987) at the
Antarctic Peninsula tend to fall within the
lower half of the growth range. However, krill
that are sampled at South Georgia may have
experienced very different growth conditions
from those around the Antarctic Peninsula. Water
temperatures are likely to be higher at South
Georgia and this may result in higher growth
rates with a corresponding increase in sizes for a
given year class. Such additional factors provide
an extra level of complication when deciding on
the appropriate year classes.
The acoustically weighted recruitment index
used here weights the krill length frequencies by
the mean density in a specified area. For such a
technique to work, it is important that the krill
population structure within the area can be
considered homogeneous. Analysis of the lengthfrequency distributions for individual net hauls
along the north coast of South Georgia (Watkins
et al., 1997 and in press) shows that this is
frequently the case, especially within the area of
the eastern core box. In the Antarctic Peninsula
region there are considerable changes in
p o p u l a t i o i ~structure with large krill found
offshore and small krill found on the shelf. Such
separatio~lof age classes has not generally been
apparent in the regions sampled in this study.
Note that in 1997198, however, large krill were
only found in offshore waters at the eastern end
of the island. The calculation of recruitment
indices from acoustic-net and net-weighted
density distributions might be considered to be
most comparable given the similar spatial and
temporal scales over which the data are collected.
However, the problems inherent in using these
techniques for small numbers of net hauls have
been illustrated in the comparison of JR17 data
presented earlier.

Population Structure around South Georgia
The analysis of Watkins et al. (in press)
revealed that there were differences in the
population structure between the east and west
ends of South Georgia. In a number of years
small krill tended to dominate the distributions at
the eastern end of the island, while in contrast
large krill, when present, tended to occur at the
western end of the island. In general, the

combined distributions appeared to be dominated
by one or two year classes and seem unlikely to
represent a population composed of all year
classes. In two seasons (1993194 and 1997198) a
bimodal distribution was seen with no krill
around 45 mm. Reid et al. (1999) observed that
during most seasons there was a marked
temporal change in the size of krill taken by landbased predators foraging in the vicinity of Bird
Island (at the western end of South Georgia); this
trend was particularly marked in the two years
identified above. It is probable that the temporal
variability observed in the Bird Island region is a
result of the spatial variability of the population
structure apparent during net sampling along the
northern coast of South Georgia. Thus small krill
occurring at the eastern end of the island early in
the season are likely to be transported westward
in the prevailing currents (Brandon et al., 1999).

Interannual Changes in Recruitment Indices
The relative recruitment index for l+animals
(RI) shows a clear trend with very low recruitment
(<0.04) until 1993194. In contrast, since 1994 there
has been stronger recruitment, with a very high
value observed in 1994195. A similar general
pattern has been observed at the Antarctic
Peninsula (Siegel et al., 1997). Whether such a
change in recruitment is part of a subdecadal
cycle or a more permanent shift cannot be
deduced from the present dataset. However, high
proportional recruitment was also seen in 1981182
at South Georgia (Watkins et al., 1997), and high
proportional and absolute recruitment were
observed in this year at the Antarctic Peninsula
(Siegel et al., 1997).
The relative recruitment index for 2+ animals
(R2) shows much less variation than that for RI.
Such a finding is consistent with observations at
the Antarctic Peninsula (Siegel et al., 1997).
However, in the South Georgia data there appears
to be little relation between R1 and R2 (see for
example R1 and R2 in 1988189 and 1991192).
This is unexpected because if a particular year is a
very successful spawning year, in contrast to
others before and after, then R1 and R2 should be
similar (as for example in 1994195). There could
be a number of reasons for such a discrepancy.
The l+year class could be undersampled in some
years, either because of changes in distribution or
sampling techniques. Similarly, the larger year
classes (3+ and 4+) may be under-represented for
the same reasons or because they are eaten
preferentially by predators (Reid et al., 1999).
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However, it is unlikely that changes in sampling
techniques are responsible since techniques have
remained broadly similar from year to year and
small krill (down to 18 mm) are well represented
in several years; similarly, large krill (mean size
-54 mm) dominated catches in 1986 (Watluns et
al., 1997). The patterns of distribution around
South Georgia seem to be remarkably similar in a
number of years. A more probable reason is that
krill at South Georgia are likely to have originated
from a spawning population located at the other
side of the Scotia Sea. Therefore variability is
likely to occur because of variation in the
transport mechanism as well as the success of
spawning. It is noteworthy that in the period
before 1994 even in years where krill biomass was
high (1989190, 199993) there was little evidence
of l + krill recruiting into the South Georgia
population. While krill may travel across the
Scotia Sea in less than six months (Hofmann et al.,
1998; Murphy et al., 1998), it appears that high
biomass years at South Georgia in 1989190 and
1992193 were driven by good spawning years two
years previously in the Peninsula region; this
therefore implies that krill may have taken two
years to reach South Georgia. In contrast, the
high recruitment of l+ krill seen in 1995196 at
South Georgia can be related to very successful
spawning at the Peninsula the previous year,
implying a much more rapid transport.
The 2+ year class dominates the pelagic
population sampled at South Georgia in five of
the seven years sampled and the 3+ year class
only formed a significant proportion of the
population in three of the seven years. This is
in contrast to the observations of Reid et al.
(1999) where the 3+ year class dominates in
predator samples. Such an effect is likely to be a
combination of predator selection (Murphy and
Reid, submitted) and the presence of samples
from the eastern end of the island where large
krill are less likely to be found (Watkns et al., in
press). However, poor biomass years in 1990191
and 1993194 (Brierley et al., 1999) are characterised
by a lack of 3+ krill, which confirms the findings
of both Reid et al. (1999) and Murphy et al. (1998).
While both R1 and R2 indicate that 1994195
was a good spawning year, the status of 1993194
is less certain, because there is no datum for the
RI estimation. Although this was a poor year in
terms of biomass surveyed around South Georgia,
when we consider the absolute quantities of 2+,
3+ and 4+ krill that must have been spawned in
this year, it implies that this was a good spawning
year for the population that supplied the South
Georgia area. However, according to Siegel et al.

(1998), 1993/94 was a poor year i n terms of
absolute and relative recruitment at the Antarctic
Peninsula. Thus it appears that there may be
some inconsistencies between the year class
structure observed in the Antarctic Peninsula and
South Georgia. There is no recruitment data and
little information available on the year-to-year
variation in population structure in the Weddell
Sea. However, it is possible that krill from that
region are also transported into the South Georgia
region (Macluntosh, 1973; Everson, 1976; Murphy
et al., 1998; Watkins et al., in press).

CONCLUSIONS
The composite recruitment index described
here maximises the number of net hauls that can
be included in the analysis - this is a considerable
advantage where relatively few hauls have been
taken. However, the calculation of the recruitment
index is still dependent on the ability to separate
year classes consistently. Around South Georgia
the interannual variation in year-class size is
sufficient to make the consistent identification of
year classes difficult. It is therefore important that
more work be carried out on the variability in
growth of krill arriving at South Georgia.
The analysis of the recruitment index shows
that there is a general concordance in the
recruitment patterns seen at South Georgia and
at the Antarctic Peninsula. Some of the inconsistencies between these two areas may be due to
the influence of h i l l from the Weddell Sea. To be
able to determine the possible effect of this area it
is vital that more data be collected on the
population structure of krill from the Weddell Sea
region.
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Liste des tableaux
Tableau 1:

Nombre de chalutages sur lesquels reposent les indices de recrutement de chaque campagne. La
surface d e l'ouverture d e chaque t y p e d e filet et le nombre maximal d e filets individuels par
chalutage sont donn6s e n bas d u tableau.

Tableau 2:

Description des filets utilises pour comparer les distributions de longueur-densit6 de la campagne
JR17.

Tableau 3:

Limites des classes d'sges utilis6es dans les analyses LSMIX et MLMIX.

Tableau 4:

Taille moyenne et 6cart-type des classes d'sges d6rivi.e~des analyses LSMIX et MLMIX.

Tableau 5:

Indice de recrutement proportionnel R1 et erreur standard pour toutes les campagnes.

Tableau 6:

Indices de recrutement relatif des individus des classes d'tige l+et 2+ de chaque ann6e de frai. Pour
chaque ann6e d e frai, R1 est la proportion d'individus d'fige l + de l'ensemble d e la population
l'ann6e aprks le frai, R2 la proportion d'individus d'5ge 2+ de la population d'sge 2+, o u plus $gee,
deux ans aprks le frai.

Tableau 7:

Densit6 absolue d u krill m-2(pourcentage d e la densit6 totale) d e chaque classe d'sge d e chaque
ann6e d e campagne (C.-B-d.l + 6chantillonn6 e n 1997198 a 6t6 p o n d u pendant lfann6e d e la
campagne de 1996/97,2+ 6chantillonn6 e n 1997198 a 6t6 pondu pendant 1'anni.e de la campagne de
1995196).

Liste des figures
Figure 1:

Emplacement des chalutages effectu6s autour de la G6orgie d u Sud pendant les campagnes, entre
1989190 et 1997198. L'emplacement des limites de la campagne d'6valuation d u British Antarctic
Survey Core Programme est donn6 e n haut B gauche. Le contour bathymktrique reprksente 1 000 m.

Figure 2:

La distribution observ6e de longueur-densit6 (histogramme), la distribution ajust6e de longueurdensit6 (trait gras) et les distributions ajust6es des classes d'sge (trait fin) d u jeu de donn6es de test
d e JR17 (1996197) o u la densit6 d e longueurs totales est calcul6e e n tant q u e distribution d e
a) longueur-densit6 pondCrCe au filet, b ) longueur-densit6 acoustique-au filet et c) longueur-densit6
pondCrCe par methode acoustique. R1 - indice de recrutement proportionnel calculi. pour la classe
d'sge l+, R2 - indice de recrutement proportionnel calculi. pour la classe d'tige 2+, De - densit6
g6n6rale (krill m-l).

Figure 3:

La distribution observ6e de longueur-densit6 (histogramme), la distribution ajustee d e longueurdensit6 (trait gras) et les distributions ajustbes des classes d'fige (trait fin) des carnpagnes de 1989190
B 1997198 o u la densit6 d e longueurs totales est calcul6e e n tant que distribution de longueur-densit6
pondkrCe par mCthode acoustique.
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TaGnaua 3:

r p a ~ ~ q rogoBbIx
br
KnaccoB npH LSMIX a MLMIX a ~ a n ~ s e .

T a 6 n ~ u a4:

CpegHklfi pa3Mep H CTaHAapTHOe OTKnOHeHHe AnFI rOAOBbIX KnaCCOB, lIOJlyYeHHbIX npH LSMIX
MLMIX a ~ a n ~ s e .

TaGn~ua6:

M H ~ ~ K nponop4HoHanbHoro
C~I
nononHeHax gnx ronosblx KnaccoB l + a 2+. Anx Kamnoro rona
HepecTa R1 paccvHThIsaalcx Kah gonn oco6efi rogosoro Knacca l + B 0614efi nonynxqwa Ha
c n e ~ y w w ~3a
f i HepecToM rog, R2 - KaK gonzr oco6eii roAoBoro Knacca 2+ B nonynnqm 2+ H
maprue Ha B T O P O ~rog
~ nocne HepecTa.

Ta6neqa 7:

A 6 c o n l o ~ ~ ann0THOCTb
x
(H~o~~
o64efi
H T IIJ~OTHOCTH)
KaXgOrO rOJ(OBOr0 KnaCCa KPMnR
(oco6efi M-2, AJIX Kaxgoro rona npoBeAeHazr peiica ( ~ . e n. o n y ~ e ~ ~Bbp~e ikie 1997198 r. KpMnb
1+ BbIBenCX B 1996197, a Kpmb 2+ - B 1995196 W.).

P n c y ~ o1:~

M e c ~ anposeneaae ~ p a n e ~ k iBi ipafio~eI O x ~ o fri e o p r a ~BO BpeMa pefico~1989190 - 1997198 rr.
? a C I I o f l ~ ~ e ~C6eMOK
lle
~eHTpanbH0fiIlpOrpaMMbI ~ P M T ~ H C K~ OH ~T ~~ ~ K T H Y ~C6CMKLI
C K O ~
no~a3a~
cnesa
o Bsepxy. &f306aTofi n o ~ a 3 a rny6aaa
~a
1000 M.

PHCYHOK
2:

H

H a 6 n ~ ) g a ~ l u e pacnpeaenewae
ec~
n n ~ ~ a - n n o ~ (~ ro~cc~~bo r p a ~cl\.loaenHposaHHoe
~a),
PaCnpeneJIeHMe AnHHa-nn0THOCTb ( T O ~ C AHHHZ)
T ~ R H CMOAenHpOBaHHOe paCnpeaeJIeHMe rOAOBbIX
KnaCCOB ( T O H K Jlki~1.1~)
H~
AJIX KOHTPOnbHblX H ~ ~ O ~AaHHblX
O B
JR17 (l996197 r.), rfle nn0THOCTh
paccvHTaHa KaK (a) ssaerrren~oe p a c n p e n e n e m e g n ~ ~ a - n n o ~ ~Hao cTpaneHae
~ b
(b) aKyCTIlqeCKart W3CTOTa paCHpeAeJIeHHR ,QflHHa-nn0THOCTb Ha TpaneHHe M (C) aKyCTHqeCKH
s s s e ~ ~ ~ e n wpacnpeReneHae
oe
, ~ ( n x ~ a - n n o ~ ~R1
o c-~ MHgeKc
b.
nponopqr?oHanbnoro nononHeHHzr
Anri roAoBoro Knacca l+, R2 - MHgeKc nponopqMoHanbHoro nononHeHazr
ronoBoro Knacca
2+, De - o6ruaa HnOTHOCTb (oco6eB M ').

Lista de las tablas
Tabla 1:

Numero de arrastres utilizados para calcular 10s indices del reclutamiento en cada campaiia. A1 pie
de la tabla se muestra la apertura de cada red y el numero maximo de redes en un lance.

Tabla 2:

Detalles de 10s arrastres utilizados para comparar las distribuciones talla-densidad JR17.

Tabla 3:

Limites de las clases anuales utilizados en 10s analisis LSMIX y MLMIX.

Tabla 4:

Talla promedio y desviacion cuadratica media de las clases anuales derivadas de 10s analisis LSMIX
y MLMIX.

Tabla 5:

lndice del reclutamie~~to
proporcional R1 y error tipico para todas las campafias.

Tabla 6:

Indices de reclutamiento relativo para los animales de las clases anuales l+y 2+ cada aiio de desove.
Para cada desove anual se calcula R1 como la proporcion de animales de l+ aiios en la poblacion
total en el aiio despuks del desove, R2 como la proporcion de animales de 2+ aiios en la poblacion 2
2+ en el segundo aiio despues del reclutamiento.

~
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Tabla 7:

Densidad absoluta de cada clase anual expresada en kril m-Z(porcentaje de la densidad total)
determinada por las campaiias anuales (es decir, la clase de l + muestreada en 1997/98 desovo en la
campaiia efectuada en 1996/97, la clase de 2+ muestreada en 1997/98 desovo en la campafia
efectuada en 1995/96).

Lista de las figuras
Figura 1:

Ubicacion de 10s arrastres efectuados en Georgia del Sur durante las campafias realizadas entre
1989/90 y 1997/98. En la parte superior izquierda se muestra la ubicacion de las cuadriculas de
prospeccion del Programa basic0 del British Antarctic Survey. El contorno batimetrico esta definido
pos la is6bata de 10s 1000 m.

Figura 2:

Distribuci6n de talla-densidad observada (histograma), distribuci6n ajustada de talla-densidad (linea
gruesa) y distribuciones ajustadas de las clases anuales (lineas delgadas) para el conjunto de datos
experimentales de JR17 (1996/97) donde la densidad de tallas completa se calcula como (a) densidad
de tallas ponderada s e g h el tipo de red (b) densidad de tallas determinada con aparatos acusticos
en la red y (c) distribucion de la densidad de tallas ponderada acusticamente. R1 - indice del
reclutamiento proporcional calculado para la clase anual l + , R2 - indice del reclutamiento
proporcional calculado para la clase anual2+, De - densidad total (kril m-2).

Figura 3:

Distribucion de talla-densidad observada (histograma), distribution ajustada de talla-densidad (linea
gruesa) y distribuciones ajustadas de las clases anuales (lineas delgadas) para las campafias
efectuadas entre 1989/90 y 1997/98 donde la densidad de tallas total se calcula como una
distribucion talla-densidad ponderada acusticamente.

